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1 Version History

Version Date Issued Summary of Change Owner

V1.0 17 January 2022 n/a
CF Benchmarks
Management

V2.0 18 May 2023

● Updated the document
structure

● Updated and introduced new
details to Section 2; Section 3
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● Formalised governance
structure

CF Compliance
Officer

● Addition of Finance Segments
● Renaming & Redefinition of

Services sub-categories
● Addition of Infrastructure &

Utility Segments

CF Benchmarks
Management
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2 Overview
CF Digital Asset Classification Structure Methodology (“CF DACS” or “DACS”) was developed

by CF Benchmarks (“the Administrator”) and is a detailed classification structure for Digital

Asset universe which is constituted of a diverse range of Digital Assets with differing

characteristics, definitions and applications. CF DACS shall seek to classify any and all digital

assets for which there is a pricing source calculated by CF Benchmarks. These will include

but are not limited to digital assets which are deemed to be within the CF investable

universe and that are eligible for inclusion as constituents in members of the CF Digital Asset

Index Family – Multi Asset Series, for the purpose of this document collectively known as

“CF investable universe”.

2.1 The key principles of the CF DACS classification structure

● Mutual exclusivity: Any one Digital Asset that is being classified can only live in one

category of the same level at any one time.

● Evolution: All classification structures are applications of definitions at the point in

time that the classification was undertaken. Digital Assets may evolve over time and

so their definitions which may lead to a need for the classification to be re-evaluated

and re-applied so the new classification structure correctly reflects the new

definitions at that point in time the classification was re-applied.

● Universality: The classification is comprehensive and encompasses all Digital Assets

in the CF investable universe and does not exclude an individual or a sub-set of an

asset class. Part of gaining investor confidence and contributing to the reliability of

the classification system is not only the knowledge of what’s included, but also the

knowledge of what’s excluded, if anything is.

2.2 CF DACS classification structure modification

CF DACS classification structure and hierarchy is reviewed annually and, if necessary,

modified to capture the evolution of the Digital Assets definitions, addition of new Digital

Assets and removal of existing Digital Assets within the CF investable universe. These

changes may lead to:

● Expanding or collapsing the number of CF DACS categories, sub-categories or

segments.

● Creating new level(s) between the existing categories, sub-categories and segments.

● Adding additional granular sub-levels to individual segments..

● Creating entirely new sub-levels across all segments..

● Migrating CF DACS categories, sub-categories, segments or other sub-levels within CF

DACS classification structure and hierarchy.
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2.3 CF DACS definitions

Accurate and standardised Digital Asset classification structure and definitions allow

meaningful comparisons between technology characteristics, structural characteristics, use

cases and adoption. With that in mind CF Benchmarks developed CF DACS classification

structure which is based on the Digital Assets within the CF investable universe, it is split into

3 main categories, 7 sub-categories and 18 segments.

Digital
Assets

Category Sub- Category Segment

Sector Applications

Finance

Trading

Derivatives

Asset & Wealth Management

Borrowing & Lending

Stablecoin Issuance and Management

Diversified Financial Services

Culture

Industry

Services

Infrastructure

Scaling

Interoperability

Security

Computing

Utility

Oracles

Identity

Information & Data Management

SDK & Tooling

Settlement
Programmable

Non-Programmable

Further information on CF DACS classification structure and definitions is available in

Appendix I of this document.
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3 Asset Eligibility & Classification
Maintenance
3.1 Asset Eligibility

CF DACS is intended to assist investors in better understanding portfolio returns and allow

portfolios to be constructed that can capture entire value chains or blockchain economic

categories. To fulfil these twin aims the CF DACS shall seek to classify any and all Digital

Assets for which there is a pricing source calculated by CF Benchmarks. These will include

but not limited to:

● Digital Assets which are deemed to be within the CF investable universe and that are

eligible for inclusion as constituents in members of the CF Digital Asset Index Family -

Multi Asset Series (determination of the Investible Universe is done in accordance

with CF Digital Asset Index Family – Multi Asset Series Ground Rules)

● Digital Assets which are deemed to be within the CME CF Cryptocurrency Pricing

Products Index Family

● Digital Assets which are deemed to be within the CF Digital Asset Index Family

Many Digital Assets are currently not part of any CF Benchmarks products. However, those

assets may be considered for inclusion within CF DACS if there is specific interest expressed

by market participants or clients to classify those. Such requests will undergo an in-depth

review process and will be subject to a consultation process with users and relevant

stakeholders. CF Benchmarks is under no obligation to include any such Digital Assets within

CF DACS if the CF Benchmarks Product Management function is unable to determine their

classification and re-evaluate those on ongoing basis through the existing review process.

Any such Digital Assets which are deemed eligible for inclusion will be clearly identified.

3.2 Asset Classification Maintenance and Annual Asset Review Process

The scope of each Annual Asset Review covers the review of existing CF DACS definitions as

well as relevance and accuracy of CF DACS classification structure and hierarchy.

Classifications for all Digital Assets that have been classified within CF DACS are re-evaluated

on a no less than annual basis at the Annual Asset Review, which shall take place in July of

each year. Each Annual Asset Review cycle will begin by identifying all Digital Assets for

which there is a pricing source calculated by CF Benchmarks and compared against the latest
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population of CF DACS constituents. The CF Benchmarks Product Management function will

then consider any additional requests for classification and inclusion within CF DACS. New

Digital Assets that were not previously classified are researched, classified and placed into

an appropriate category within CF DACS classification structure and hierarchy.

All Annual Asset Review proposals, including those that were rejected, will be submitted to

CF Oversight Function to consider and approve. Subsequently all approved changes which

are deemed material will be subject to consultation with users and relevant stakeholders.

Any objections will be jointly reviewed by the CF Benchmarks Product Management function

and CF Oversight Function. Where consensus cannot be reached the final decision will be

referred to CF Benchmarks Board of Directors and cannot be overturned unless new material

information, that can be verified and publicly disclosed, is made available to CF Benchmarks

Board of Directors to consider.

Annual Asset Review may result in:

● Addition or removal of Digital Assets

● Changes to definitions

● Changes to the existing CF DACS classification structure and hierarchy

More frequent Digital Asset or classification reviews will be conducted should the CF DACS

itself undergo significant changes to its categories, sub-categories, segments or other

aspects within CF DACS classification structure and hierarchy throughout the year. CF DACS

review may also occur upon CF Oversight Committee, market participant or client request.
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4 Classification Structure Review &
Governance
CF DACS methodology is subject to an internal review by the Administrator and CF Oversight

Functions at least annually or more frequently as Digital Asset evolution dictates to ensure it

remains representative of the asset class and fit for purpose.

CF DACS methodology which encompasses structure, definitions and classifications falls

under the overall responsibility of CF Benchmarks Product Management function. CF

Oversight Function is responsible for the oversight of CF DACS structure, definitions and

classifications.

A consultation process with users and relevant stakeholders shall be conducted according to

the Administrator’s policies and overseen by the CF Oversight Function. Any material

changes to CF DACS methodology including but not limited to structure, definitions and

classifications shall be announced no less than a month prior to implementation.

Note that CF Benchmarks does not accept any compensation from any market participants;

clients; token projects or any other parties in connection to any activities described within

this methodology document. All classification decisions related to CF DACS are made

independently and exclusively by CF Benchmarks Product Management function based on

the requirements outlined in this methodology document. Independent oversight is provided

by CF Oversight Function.
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Contact Information

CF Benchmarks Ltd

Address Contact

CF Benchmarks Ltd

6th Floor

One London Wall

London

EC2Y 5EB

Web: https://www.cfbenchmarks.com

Phone: +44 20 7655 6085

Email: contact@cfbenchmarks.com

Formal complaints or concerns regarding CF DACS must be
submitted by Email: complaints@cfbenchmarks.com

Further details can be found on
https://blog.cfbenchmarks.com/about/
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5 Appendix I – Introduction to CF DACS

5.1 Classification Structures

The Digital Asset universe is constituted of a diverse range of Assets with differing

characteristics, use cases and applications. The lack of a coherent classification structure by

which to segment this universe means that investors can find it difficult to understand the

constitution of the universe and how adoption and real-world use of blockchain based

applications and functions translates over to piece performance of Digital Assets, if at all. In

traditional asset classes, classification systems and structures allow investors to easily

reference a group of assets within an asset class – and map them to real world activity. In

the “single - name” assets of equities and credit there are GICS and ICB that classify

companies into Industry Groups, Sectors and Sub-Sectors as well as the Developed

Markets/Emerging Markets distinction. In the macro asset classes of rates and currencies

there is the G-4, G-10, Emerging Market and Frontier Market groupings. In the commodities

world there are the distinctions of energy, precious metals, industrial metals, agricultural,

livestock and rare earths.

In addition, this allows us to compare returns across different asset classes that stem from

the same underlying economic activity – for instance Equity versus Bonds from the banking

sector, for example. From comparing returns for sectors or individual assets against their

peer group in equities to understanding the relative performance of G-10 and EM

currencies, investors are constantly using classification systems to analyse and describe asset

performance, and ultimately make investment decisions. At the time of publication, the

Digital Asset space has a market capitalization exceeding $2.5 trillion, yet investors have no

coherent system by which to classify digital assets, and hence analyse returns associated

with different digital assets or the provision of products and services on blockchain

networks.
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5.2 Requirements of Classification Structures

The aim of any classification structure is to give investors a means of dividing a universe of

things into categories, sub-categories and segments that allow for any collection of those

things to be described by the categorisation, sub-categorisation or segmentation. As much

as a means of defining what a thing “is”, a classification structure is also a means of defining

what a thing “is not”. To that end all classification structures must adhere to the principle of

Mutual Exclusivity whereby each individual thing may only be assigned into a single

category, sub-category or segment at any given moment in time. If the principle of Mutual

Exclusivity is not adhered to, then what we have is a mere set of labels, unable to sufficiently

inform investment decisions and provide attribution in a meaningful way. The second critical

principle required for a classification is Evolution; what a thing is when it comes into

existence can be subject to radical change during its lifetime so any classification structure

needs to be able to accommodate for movements from one category, sub-category or

segment to another. This evolution over time must, however, preclude any object from being

in more than one category, sub-category or segment at any point in time. Whilst evolution of

a thing is often gradual, any change in a category, sub-category or segment must take place

in full at a specific point in time. If this rule is not adhered to then again all that is produced

is a mere list of labels that are unfit to capture the development and progression of the

universe we seek to classify. Furthermore, a classification structure should allow for the

change of some qualities or characteristics of those things to be measured over time and

compared across categories, sub-categories and segments. This makes the rule of mutual

exclusivity even more important so that any qualities and characteristics can be measured

accurately and without any double counting clouding any attribution data.

For a classification structure to be coherent the universe that is seeking to be classified must

be assessed through the same objective criteria. To that end, all classification structures

must adhere to the principle of Universality. This means there can be no carve outs or

special cases. The digital asset space is a fast moving and innovative one, where the

functionalities and characteristics of digital assets are not known today. However, the

definitions that underpin any classification structure must be universal at the point of their

application and those definitions must be applied universally. The definitions may change

over time but at the point in time of their application, to classify any set of digital assets,

they must be applied universally. When the definitions change then so must they be

re-applied such that the principle of mutual exclusivity is upheld. This ensures the

classification system is comprehensive of all activity within the asset class.
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5.3 Means of classification for Digital Assets

When considering a classification structure for the digital asset space there are a multitude

of characteristics and qualities of digital assets that can be considered when defining and

classifying them. It is important to account for the uniqueness of digital assets, including the

technological innovations that they embody and are associated with.

Blockchain Characteristics

Many digital assets are native to specific blockchains. Blockchains have several

differentiating characteristics including Technical - such as block size, governance, or

consensus mechanism – and economic – such as supply inflation, incentive structures, or

fees. Whilst these characteristics are all very important to gaining an understanding of a

blockchain and its potential, they are not how investors typically group digital assets

together when thinking about whether a certain phenomenon affects a specific group of

digital assets and not others. It is also important to note that not all digital assets are native

to a blockchain, many are associated with protocols that operate on a blockchain with a

different native digital asset. Hence blockchain characteristics in themselves make an

unsatisfactory basis for categorising a significant portion of the digital asset universe.

Structural Characteristics

Digital Assets come in many structural forms. Much literature has been written on the

subject, with regulatory authorities being particularly active in the area due to their work in

analysing whether any Digital Asset is in fact a security and hence subject to securities

regulation. The US SEC famously classified Bitcoin as a commodity and not a security due to

evaluations against the principles of the “Howey Test”. Due to Bitcoins’ decentralized nature,

lack of a central enterprise promoting and developing its network and that there was no

“initial offering” of Bitcoin, it was deemed not to be a security. This was followed up by the

SEC’s analysis of Ether and the Ethereum network where the conclusion was that on the

tests that had been applied to Bitcoin, Ether was possibly previously a security, due to its

relative centralised state, but that it was no longer a security but a commodity at the time of

the analysis due to the fact that the network had evolved and become less centralised. The

Bank of England has also weighed in on the structural characteristics of digital assets and has

ascribed a number of assets with labels such as “Exchange Token” defined as “Tokens that

are primarily used as a means of exchange – this includes widely known crypto assets such as

Bitcoin, Ether and XRP”. The Bank of England went on to define; “Utility tokens: tokens used

to buy a service, or access a DLT platform – this could, for example, include access to online

cloud storage” – which would seemingly map onto digital assets like Filecoin quite neatly.

Since the publications of these descriptive labels the universe of them has grown and there
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are a group of widely used terms that have entered the lexicon of the Digital Asset markets

including; “governance tokens” (tokens that confer voting rights to an associated software

protocol), “exchange tokens” (confusingly this is distinct from the Bank of England definition

cited above as it refers to tokens that confer incentives tied to the undertakings of specific

cryptocurrency exchanges) and “store of value tokens” (tokens that through their supply

dynamics and resultant scarcity are perceived to store value).

Whilst these concepts are very helpful in shaping our understanding of different Digital

Assets, their structural characteristics and the rights they confer are typically not what an

investor would seek from a classification structure. These structural definitions are more

analogous to asset classes in the traditional financial asset sense. From an investors

perspective the differences between a “governance token” and “store of value token” are

related to the rights and participation that token ownership confers, no different from what

drives the asset class distinctions of equities and fixed income.

Usage and Adoption

In the traditional equities asset class the means by which companies generate revenue is the

key determining factor when classifying a company. That is because revenue is the lifeblood

of a company and so it makes sense that the nature of the revenue becomes the key

determining factor when classifying a company. When investors think of the “automotive

sector” they envisage enterprises whose revenues are ultimately derived from the sales of

automobiles. Their decisions on whether to invest or divest in the sector is ultimately a view

of; the sales of automobiles, costs of manufacturing and marketing automobiles and the

structural characteristics of the industry such as competition, the ultimate impacts to

profitability and the relative upside/downside to this view as informed by the prevailing

price.

“Adoption” is the currency of all technologies, and digital assets are nothing if not a

technology driven asset class. Therefore, it would hold that a means of categorising digital

assets through their real-world usage and adoption is desirable. However, we need to be

clear that adoption in this sense is more than just the acquiring and holding of Digital Assets

by investors as this would not be a means of differentiation of one Digital Asset versus the

next.

If we are to classify Digital Assets via adoption, then we would have to firstly define the

“what” that is being adopted.

The majority of Digital Assets at the point of this document being written are associated

with a software protocol that is either; the basis of a blockchain, operates on a blockchain

whose basis is associated with another digital asset or both. In the case of native tokens it is

clearly the blockchain network – Ether to the Ethereum network, Bitcoin to the Bitcoin
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Network, Tezos to the Tezos network and so on. Where a digital asset is not native to a

blockchain network but is settled via another blockchain network, like ERC-20 tokens,

ownership of the token can confer voting rights to the manner in which the software

protocol underpinning the DApp operates or evolves, or they can be “utility tokens”,

payment of which allows end users to access the functionality of the software protocol.

In all of these examples the ownership of a Digital Asset confers rights to a software

protocol. Software protocols certainly live and die by their adoption. Whilst digital assets are

not claims on an enterprise in the manner of equities or credit, when we view a Digital Asset

by the associated software protocol there is real-world behaviour underlying its long-term

adoption. Investors will have a view of adoption of software protocols and in turn adoption

of the Digital Assets that have rights in those protocols due to the rights they confer –

whether that be participation in governance, protocol/ network usage or preferential rights

to off chain products and services.

Therefore, to classify Digital Assets by the software protocols over which ownership of a

digital asset confers rights to would yield an adoption-based classification. All software

protocols will evolve in such a way that seeks to deliver outcomes, whether monetary or

otherwise, for their users and token owners. Therefore, we can go further and say that

Digital Assets can be classified by the functions through which outcomes are achieved. For

example, a software protocol that seeks to deliver outcomes in the DeFi space is classified as

a DeFi protocol. This rightly puts the focus on the activity and functions in which adoption of

the technology is unfolding, regardless of the specific rights that tokens ownership infers.

Similarly, a software protocol that proliferates its adoption through usage in Gaming, should

be classified as a Gaming protocol as this is how its ultimate measure of success or failure

will be manifested.

In fact the very definition of a Digital Asset can be said to be a token that confers to its

owner rights in the ownership, utility, rewards, or governance of a software protocol.

Having established that classifying digital assets through the nature of the software protocol

associated with it would yield a satisfactory lens by which investors could view the asset

class, it is necessary to establish some key principles by which such a classification should be

defined and maintained.
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6 Appendix II - CF Digital Asset
Classification Structure

6.1 Objectives and Principles

A classification structure exists to serve a set of purposes and objectives. It helps illuminate

people’s understanding of a universe of things, be that an area of knowledge, living

organisms or an asset class. The digital asset class is nascent but technically complex, which

intensifies the need for a classification structure to be intuitive and understandable. It is

equally important that such a structure maintains fidelity to the nature of the asset class and

the mechanics of the underlying blockchain economy so that it can help further investors'

understanding of the asset class and its evolution. This is as opposed to shoehorning digital

assets into unsuitable frameworks that are used in traditional asset classes, tempting

though this may be.

A classification structure for Digital Assets will not only allow for convenient ways to group

assets together but at the most granular level they define peer groups - what should be

directly comparable to what. When viewed in aggregate they will allow for performance

measurement and comparison of a category, sub-category or segment against other

categories, sub-categories and segments. This in turn allows investors to track the returns

associated with the different activities and economic systems the classification systems

represent. This top to bottom and bottom to top comparison is referred to as “attribution

analysis”. Attribution analysis gives investors a granular understanding of the return drivers

of their portfolios and decomposes the origins of their returns. This in turn allows for a much

higher resolution understanding of market beta and potential sources of alpha.

Having established that a classification structure for digital assets would be best served by

classifying through the software protocol that the digital asset is associated with, we must

define how this approach is to be implemented. To ensure a coherent structure and one that

can be used by investors as intended we must first set out a number of key principles that

such an approach must adhere to.

6.1.1 Mutual Exclusivity

As previously stated, any classification structure must apply the principle of mutual

exclusivity to the thing that is being classified. This holds true for all classifications structures

- be it the Linnean classification structure of the animal kingdom to GICS. Any one thing that

is being classified can only live in one category of the same level at any one time.
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When this principle is applied to Digital Assets and specifically to the intended means of

classifying the software protocol associated with the Digital Asset, then a number of

situations can arise and the definitions will need to cater for them

What aspect of the software protocol do we base an evaluation of any given software
protocol on, many can fulfil a myriad of functions- how Is a protocol assessed?

As the classification structure aims to aid investors in their understanding of the blockchain

economy and support portfolio construction, an analysis process of any software protocol

associated with a Digital Asset must be based around the manner of its adoption - as this is

the currency by which the success of a technology is assessed. So we can say that any

software protocol is evaluated based on its usage or manner of usage. Just in the same way

that GICS utilises a company's source of revenue as the primary factor in determining its

categorisation at any point in time, the CF Digital Asset Classification Structure evaluation is

based on the manner in which the software protocol associated with a Digital Asset is being

used at that point in time.

6.1.2 Evolution
Software Protocols can evolve doing one thing one day and another the next day, how is
this catered for?

All classification structures are applications of definitions at the point in time that the

classification was undertaken, so that it is true at that point in time. When we reach the next

point in time that the classification is re-applied, and all assets are re-evaluated so the

classification structure will be true at that point in time and so on. So should a software

protocol be one thing one day and another thing another day then its classification will

change from one application of the definitions to the next time the definitions are applied.

Furthermore, as explained in the previous point, evaluation of digital assets is undertaken on

their usage. So it can be said that at the point of evaluation the software protocol associated

with a digital asset is assessed based on what it is used for and not what it could be used

for.
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6.1.3 Universality

For a classification structure to be effective, it needs to be comprehensive in its application.

The digital asset space is growing quickly. What used to be a handful of tokens just a few

years ago has now grown to thousands of tokens with trillions of dollars in combined market

cap. These thousands now rival the count of unique assets in other asset classes such as

equities globally. When investors rely on a classification system to guide their investments,

they need to know that such classification system is all encompassing and does not exclude

an individual or a subset of this asset class. Part of gaining investor confidence and

contributing to the reliability of the classification system is not only the knowledge of what is

included, but also the knowledge of what’s excluded, if anything is. Complete coverage, or

universality of the application of the classification system is also fundamental to its

scalability. Scalability relates to the knowledge that such a system works well in today’s

world but is comprehensive enough to accommodate and account for tomorrow’s assets. As

such, a digital asset classification system is required to adhere to this principle to ensure it

captures all things at all times when it relates to this asset class.
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6.2 The CF Digital Asset Classification Structure

Digital
Assets

Category Sub- Category Segment

Sector Applications

Finance

Trading

Derivatives

Asset & Wealth Management

Borrowing & Lending

Stablecoin Issuance and Management

Diversified Financial Services

Culture

Industry

Services

Infrastructure

Scaling

Interoperability

Security

Computing

Utility

Oracles

Identity

Information & Data Management
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SDK & Tooling

Settlement
Programmable

Non-Programmable

6.2.1 Definitions
The CF Crypto Classification shall aim to divide the eligible asset universe into the following

categories:

● Sectors Applications: Sector Applications are defined as protocols that offer end

users; both individuals and institutions, services that deliver outcomes over and

above the transfer of a digital asset from one deposit address to another. Most

Sector Applications are commonly referred to as Decentralized Applications or

“DAPP”s operating as protocols, where the final settlement - actual transfer of value -

takes place on a blockchain whose native token is different from that which is

associated with that of the Sector Application itself. Sector Applications can be

further subdivided into those that offer end users services that are classified as:

o Finance - Decentralized applications that deliver financial products and services

to end-users including retail and institutions. These include, but not limited to,

Insurance, Trading, Payments, Consumer Finance, and Asset Management.

▪ Trading: Protocols that provide users with marketplaces that facilitate

the trading of assets. Also included in this sub-category are protocols

that optimise the choice of execution venue for users based on user

defined parameters such as price, volume and slippage

▪ Derivatives: Protocols that allow users to create derivative contracts

referencing underlying assets that are either on-chain or off-chain.

▪ Asset & Wealth Management: Protocols that seek to generate returns

for users by deploying user assets; whether into collective asset and

user vehicles operated by that protocol or other protocols

▪ Borrowing & Lending: Protocols that provide users with borrowing and

lending services, whether that be through a marketplace or defined

service

▪ Stablecoin Issuance & Management: Protocols that provide users with

the ability to mint stablecoins with on-chain assets
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o Culture – Decentralized applications that enable creation, engagement, and

consumption of cultural artefacts, experiences, and interactions including but

not limited to Art, Music, Entertainment, Gaming, Memes, and Social Platforms.

o Industry – Decentralized applications that facilitate, directly or indirectly,

traditional sectors of the economy including but not limited to Natural

Resources, Raw Materials, Manufacturing, Consumer and Commercial Products

& Services etc.
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● Services:

o Infrastructure - Protocols supporting the foundation of blockchain networks

by addressing challenges related but not limited to the blockchain trilemma

(decentralization, security & scalability).

▪ Scaling: protocols aiming to increase the capacity and performance of

blockchain networks by increasing transaction throughput, reducing

fees and improving user experience. It is necessary to accommodate

the growing number of users and transactions on the blockchain, and

to improve the overall usability of the network. The end goal is to

enable such networks to achieve mainstream adoption across society.

Some examples include sharding, rollups or sidechains.

▪ Interoperability: protocols enabling different blockchain networks to

communicate and interact with each other by smoothly sharing data,

value and other resources. Such protocols contribute to the growth

and evolution of blockchains by enabling higher connectivity and

integration with each other. Common examples are cross-chain

communication protocols or bridges among others.

▪ Security: protocols that are used to protect the security and privacy of

blockchain networks and by extension its users. This includes

cryptographic techniques such as hashing, digital signatures or

encryption that ensure the integrity of the blockchain. The ultimate

goal is to ensure the immutability of the blockchain, its security

and/or confidentiality of the stored data and assets.

▪ Computing: protocols or platforms running various computing tasks in

support of blockchain networks. Such platforms play a critical role in

the functioning of the blockchain by providing various network

capabilities and functions required to support blockchain transactions
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and operations. This helps blockchain networks to become more

efficient and innovative.

o Utility: Protocols that provide ancillary functionality in support of Sector

applications.

▪ Oracles: protocols providing Dapps and associated smart contracts on

the blockchain with off chain data. Oracles are used to connect such

blockchain-based smart contracts with real-world data, enabling them

to execute actions based on external events. This enables the

creation of more complex and sophisticated decentralized

applications.

▪ Identity: protocols facilitating on-chain identity creation, management

and verification of users in a secure and decentralized manner. Such

protocols use public-key cryptography and digital signatures

techniques among others to ensure the integrity and authenticity of

identity information. They help prevent unauthorized access,

fraudulent activity and ensure that Dapps are reliable and trustworthy.

▪ Information & Data Management: protocols providing solutions

related to on-chain data storage, transmission and broadcasting in a

secure, transparent, and decentralized manner. This enables the

collection and processing of large volumes of data helping to develop

new Dapps.

▪ SDK & Tooling: protocols providing development tools & libraries

among others that enable developers to build, deploy, and manage

Dapps and smart contracts. Such tools provide a range of

functionalities that simplify the development process and help ensure

that applications are efficient, secure, and reliable. These can often be

used across different blockchain platforms and programming

languages.

● Settlement: Layer 1 blockchains that require usage fees to be paid in-network in the

form of the token that is native to the network and network level consensus

mechanism. These blockchains can be sub-divided into “programmable” and non

“programmable” types - “programmable” blockchains allow for what is commonly

referred to as “smart contract” functionality:

o Programmable: Settlement layer blockchains that support the functionality

to execute automated pre-defined transactions involving assets between

parties directly on the blockchain through the standard consensus

mechanism and parameters of the blockchain, and are observable by all
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nodes operating on the blockchain. Transaction terms are defined within

computer programming language, parameters are defined by users and

trigger events are observed through pre-defined mechanisms within the

blockchain. Such functionality can be executed without the need for recourse

to any third-party authority for verification or execution, and is Turing

complete.

o Non-Programmable: Settlement layer blockchains that do not support the

functionality to execute automated pre-defined transactions involving assets

between parties directly on the blockchain through the standard consensus

mechanism and parameters of the blockchain, and are observable by all

nodes operating on the blockchain. Transaction terms are defined within

computer programming language, parameters are defined by users and

trigger events are observed through pre-defined mechanisms within the

blockchain. Such functionality can be executed without the need for recourse

to any third-party authority for verification.

As the digital asset ecosystem matures, any of the above Classification categories,

sub-categories or segments may be further sub-divided into more granular distinctions.
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6.2.2 Examples

Digital Assets

CATEGORY SUB CATEGORY SEGMENT

Sector
Applications

Finance

Uniswap (UNI)
Synthetix (SNX)

Badger DAO (BADGER)
Aave (AAVE)
Maker (MKR)
AMP (AMP)

Trading: Uniswap (UNI)
Derivatives: Synthetix (SNX)

Asset & Wealth Management: Badger
DAO (BADGER)

Borrowing & Lending: Aave (AAVE)
Stable Coin Issuance & Management:

Maker (MKR)
Diversified Financial Services: AMP

(AMP)

Culture

Enjin Coin (ENJ)
Gala Games (GALA)

Decentraland (MANA)

Industry

BAT (Basic Attention Token)

Services

Infrastructure

MATIC (Polygon)
QNT (Quant)
ARPA (Arpa)
STX (Stacks)

Scaling: MATIC (Polygon)
Interoperability: QNT (Quant)

Security: ARPA (Arpa)
Computing: STX (Stacks)

Utility

LINK (Chainlink)
GRT (Graph)
CVC (Civic)

BICO (Biconomy)

Oracles: LINK (Chainlink)
Identity: CVC (Civic)

Information & Data Management: GRT
(Graph)

SDK & Tooling: BICO (Biconomy)

Settlement

Programmable

Ether (ETH)
Tezos (XTZ)
Solana (SOL)
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Non-Programmable

Bitcoin (BTC)
Litecoin (LTC)

Dogecoin (DOGE)
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